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Creating 

opportunities for 
people with an ABI 
and their families 

to feel connected, inspired and positive 
about building a better today and 

tomorrow 

ABOUT US 
Heads Together is a unique 
organisation whose aim for the past 
13 years, has been to create a 
community of support and 
understanding for people, who have an 
acquired brain injury (ABI), and 
their families. 
We are committed to providing a 
community that is driven by the 
people that it serves. People with an 
ABI, and their families, are involved 
in every aspect of our organisation.  

We aim to provide a platform for 
families and young adults to educate 
others about their experiences with 
ABI and to support people who are new 
to our community. This opportunity to 
give back is what helps people to 
transform a negative experience into 

a positive. 

 
 
 

Build our 
society’s 
capacity to 

accept differences and focus on 
possibilities not disabilities 
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MESSAGE FROM KATE HEINE  
Our Founder & Manager Director 
 

The overall feeling this year, as the Managing 
Director, has been one of community 
collaboration and contribution. From the 
energy and expertise of the Board, especially 
chairperson Lara on her pre-maternity 
sabbatical, to the incredibly hard work of our 
one and only staff person Christiaan, who has 
done whatever was needed to support the 
organisation and manage our newly independent camp program. As well as 
our newest official member of the organisation, Aaron Purnell. He is our 
longest standing volunteer who has become our first permanent part time 
volunteer, coordinating the Heading Out program, as well as managing the 
amazing ABI Team at camp. In fact the entire ABI team have been great 
contributors, supporting the development of the pilot program for the new 
ABILiTy program which we are excited to begin in the coming months.  
 

I would like to acknowledge our wonderful volunteers, without whom we 
could not function, they have all stepped up to an even higher level of 
quality and commitment, delivering wonderful support to our camp families 
at our first camp run independently from the YMCA, since our inception in 
2002. The spirit of contribution was demonstrated so clearly by two of 
our volunteers, Louise Sloan and Cathy Oates, who joined me in the 100km 
walk and managed to almost double our fundraising efforts of the previous 
year. 
 

To the wonderful YMCA, whom we owe such a debt of gratitude for all their 
support and camp experience over the past 13 years, thank you for giving 
us a fantastic education. Your camp traditions, and energetic spirit will 

forever be part of Heads Together Camp and 
we look forward to a long and fruitful 
association into the future. 
 

Heads Together for ABI is beginning to see 
its place within the ABI sector. The 
opportunity we have, to offer an exciting 
and unique service which provides a 
community and a voice to people with an ABI 
and their families. 
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HEADS TOGETHER CAMP 
The Cummin’s family - This one time on Heads Together Camp 
 

What an amazing weekend. We headed to Glenmore on 
the other side of Melbourne for a 2 day family 
retreat organised by Heads Together for ABI. Four 
hours in the car, stopping 3 times in the first 
hour I was wondering if it was worth the effort. 

Within 5 minutes of 
walking in I decided 
the answer to that 
question was yes! The 
first person I met, I 
plan on knowing for a 
long time. We have 
mutual friends, live 
close and her 
youngest and my 
eldest are the same 

age and both have an ABI from similar 
circumstances. 
 

The amazing volunteers treated everyone like 
family. Isabelle and Grace were in their element. 
Our children turned free ranged and were looked 
after by the village. It gave the true meaning of 
it takes a village to raise a child. 
 

We met amazing families who were amazingly 
resilient, courageous in the face of tragedy, 
hardship and plain bad luck. I met people who 
embraced their new type of normal. The acceptance 
was oozing, with our children beaming from this 
vibe despite the lack of sleep. This made me see 
I need to embrace, learn, educate myself and 
others. I’m semi lost with my purpose in life, 
just maybe this is the path I need to go down. 
 

To follow the Cummin’s family story, check out 
Katie’s blog at isabellesweb.com 

2015/16 HIGHLIGHTS 
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HEADING OUT - Hailey McKirdy        ABILiTy 
Heading Out is an innovative 
event, organised by the Heads 
Together ABI Leadership team. I 
find being a young adult myself 
with an ABI, that ‘Heading Out’ is 
the perfect place to get away from 
the 'clinical' and to focus on the 
'social'.  
 

It is a place of understanding, of 
networking and a great place to 
trial and rehearse social skills 
and relationships.  
 

 

The most important thing I find is 
that it is a place to be with 
those who 'get it'..... people who 
understand. It is great for 
rejoicing in the big and the 
little triumphs, for venting or 
for chatting about the challenges 
and setbacks. We choose 
comfortable relaxing settings in 
Melbourne's CBD, all easily 
accessible via public transport. 
It is all-inclusive, friendly and 
fun.  

ABILiTy got off to a great start in 
2016, receiving a grant from TAC 
allowing us to run a 12 month pilot 
program. The program utilises a team 
based approach that builds on 
individual strengths, supporting 
development and achievement of 
meaningful life goals. 
 

Since receiving the grant, we have 
been continuing to meet as a team, 
including our current ABI Leadership 
team to further explore the needs 
and aims of the program. Including 
development of the position 
description for the Program 
Coordinator, the structure of the 
program and the areas of growth and 
development for each participant.  
 

Our camps have enabled us to refine 
our team approach to create self 
directed goals and strategies. The 
addition of Aaron Purnell as Team 
Manager allowed us to build on our 
strategies for supporting people 
with an ABI. 
 

Utilising members of the current ABI 
team as initial participants 
provides a solid foundation of 
established collaborative skills and 
ability to work as a team.  
 

We are excited to begin this program 
and experience the potential success 
and benefits that can be achieved 
over the 12 month training and 
mentoring program to this amazing 
group of people. 
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Heads Online  
We were thrilled 
to launch our 
website to the 
Heads Together 
community late 
last year. It 
has been a wonderful adjunct to our 
programs as well as a great 
opportunity to reach the broader 
community. It has enabled us to 
utilise online forms for our camp 
program as well as our volunteers, 
to receive donations from our 
community fundraising events and to 
provide information and support to 
people in the community about our 
range of ABI services.  
 

We are aiming to further our online 
services to include more 
information sharing opportunities 
and also to build our online 
presence so that more people can 
access our programs and become part 
of our community. 
 

Our facebook groups are continuing 
to grow, with our Heads Together 
Camp group increasing from 200 
members to over 300 this year. We 
have also added a Heads Together 
volunteer group and a Heading Out 
group which promotes our monthly 
social events for young adults with 
an ABI. Our Heads Together for ABI 
page is becoming more interactive 
and informative, sharing many 
stories and resources for our 
community. 

We recognise that social media and 
online services are an integral 
part of building our community and 
we aim to continue to develop and 
improve our capacity to meet the 
growing demand. 
 
Research 
Another exciting venture for Heads 
Together for ABI is the 
commencement of research on Heads 
Together Camp. The aim of the 
research is to better understand 
families’ experiences of attending 
the camps. In 2016, initial 
interviews will be completed with 
parents or guardians of families 
who attend camp (willing to partake 
in the research), and the research 
will likely expand beyond this in 
the coming years.  
 
The information gained from this 
research will ideally assist in 
promoting Heads Together Camp, 
providing outcomes of the camp 
experience, and assist activities 
and camp programs to better meet 
the needs of families with children 
or young people with an ABI. The 
research will be conducted by 
Monash University, in partnership 
with Heads Together for ABI, with 
the chief researcher being 
Professor Jennie Ponsford (School 
of Psychological Sciences) and data 
collected by an Honours student 
(Psychology) and Doctoral Candidate 
(Neuropsychology). 
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FUNDRAISING 
100km for Heads Together - Louise Sloan 
 

A few weeks on now from the 100 kilometre walk for Heads Together, the 
memories of the pain in my hips and the longing for arrival of the end 
have faded. The beautiful weather and scenery, the encouragement from 
friends and family and the conversations shared with two inspiring women 
are what dominate my memory.  
  

We set off early Saturday morning 
from Yarraville, with our bags full 
of snacks and our water sources full. 
We were prepared for injury 
prevention, had a clear plan and 
completely energised both physically 
and emotionally. 
  

As we walked on, the donations rolled 
in and our loved ones both in and out 
of the Heads Together family sent us 
words of encouragement and well 
wishes. We were so grateful and thank 
all those who offered emotional and 
financial support. Although it was 
just us on the trail, we felt like everyone was behind us. 
  

I remember the highlight as we were approaching the end. As we stumbled 
into our 94th kilometre we were greeted with hugs and well wishes from a 
Heads Together camp family. We couldn’t stay for long, afraid our legs 
would turn into cement but that shared moment, was the fuel we needed to 
see us through to the end. 
  

We finished in the late afternoon of Sunday, on Point Lonsdale front 
beach. Staggering hunched over, we were travelling significantly slower 
than 36 hours earlier. With relief, we ‘cheersed’ glasses and stiffened 
up eating the remains of our scroggin. We were exhausted and relieved to 
end, at the same time, feeling empowered. A small feat for us in the 
scheme of things, gave us the opportunity to talk about the importance of 
Heads Together to many who had not yet been touched by the vitality the 
organisation brings to our community.  
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OUR VOLUNTEERS 
Our network of passionate and dedicated volunteers are the foundation of 
Heads Together and play a vital role in the Heads Together community. 
 

Nicole’s story I first heard about the 
magic of Heads Together through a 
colleague and was intrigued to find 
out more. Working as an OT for adults 
with an ABI, it was relevant to my 
interests and work. I was keen to 
learn more about families who have 
experienced an ABI. 
 

I enjoy volunteering as I can go 
away, be myself and have fun with 
some truly genuine, dedicated and 
inspiring people. All volunteers, 
their different personality traits, 
and qualities are welcomed at camp. 
Camp reminds me to see the world 
through a more positive lens and be 

more accepting of others. The most 
unexpected thing about volunteering 
is whilst we can all expect to come 
away exhausted, emotionally we are 
completely recharged and inspired. 
You quickly realise that what we 
take from camp as a volunteer is 
more than we could ever give. It 
provides us all with an opportunity 
to grow as individuals and connect 
with our community. 

 

➳Rebecca Torpie 

➳Aaron Purnell 

➳Felicity Conlan 

➳Leigh Tomasic 

➳Anthea Warlond 

➳Alycia Palermo 

➳Gillian Godfrey 

➳Joe Connelly 

➳Mark Horsburgh 

➳Grace Macauley 

➳Lachlan Batty 

➳David Clingin 

➳Lachlan Bradley 

➳Phil Makarios 

➳Nicole Molnar 

➳Melanie Tozer 

➳Maddy McKirdy 

➳Hailey McKirdy 

➳Louise Sloan 

➳Lucy Arthur 

➳Hiep Do 

➳Hayden Witting 

➳Hayden Rydberg 

➳Harry Monaghan 

➳Cathy Oates 

➳Laura Day 

➳Joy Campbell 

➳Joey Smith 

➳Kayla Summers 

➳Katie Roth 

➳Clare Ward 

➳Kane Johnson 

➳Olivia Gergis 

➳Greg Searle 

➳Aaron Gaunt 

➳Sara Tran 

➳Amelia Hicks 

➳Cain Hill 

➳Stacey Turner 

➳Rhi Hazeldine 

➳Pete Heine 

➳Rebecca Jamwal 

➳Jazmyn Worrell 

➳Tania Tomasz 

➳Sue Lee 

➳Millie Sloan 

➳Riana De Netto 

➳Lucy Markoff 

➳Julie Revell 

➳Lokas Brockley 

➳Sean Balfour 

➳Ellen 
Wescott-Dawson 

➳Katherine Garnham 

➳Nicole Hoogkamer 

➳Kevin Hoogkamer 

➳Tamara Horsburgh 

➳Angelo Misuraca 

➳Hannah McPherson 

➳Nicky Thursfield 

➳Lucci Cornelius 

➳Clare Humphries 

➳Clare Kempnich 

➳Amanda Laurence 

➳Taylor Connelly 

➳Christiaan 
Bramblebee 
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OUR STAFF 
 

Kate Heine - Managing Director & Board Director 
A paediatric physiotherapist since 1997, primarily 
specialising in children with an ABI, Kate created the 
idea for Heads Together Camp and has been managing the 
program since its inception in 2002. Over the past 14 
years, Kate has been able to see the amazing potential, 
of Heads Together families and young people with an ABI, 
to be able to support and inspire each other and create 

a community of joy and possibility and is so excited to expand this 
community. 

Christiaan Bramblebee - Heads Together Camp Manager 
As our first employee, Christiaan has seen her role 
evolve from Planning and Development Officer (PDO) to 
Heads Together Camp Manager. As PDO, Christiaan helped 
develop our online presence, Heading Out program, and 
digital filing system, facilitating collaboration and 
communication across our organisation and community.  
 

In her new role, Christiaan is responsible for planning and coordinating 
our camps, overseeing family wellbeing and management of volunteers. Our 
May 2016 camp was the first camp run without the help of the YMCA, and 
would not have been possible without Christiaan’s hard work and 
dedication. 

Aaron Purnell - Heading Out Coordinator 
Aaron has been involved with Heads together since the 
very beginning with the Heads Together community quickly 
becoming an ongoing part of his life. Through connections 
made on the camps Aaron has worked in several different 
roles in the brain injury sector, including ABI awareness 
in schools and a community development role facilitating 
multiple social support groups for adults with ABI across 

Melbourne's northern suburbs. Being a part of Heads together has helped 
Aaron work out where he wants to head in life (future studies) and with 
any luck, these two aspects of his life will continue to support each 
other for many years to come. 
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OUR BOARD 
 

Lara Kerr - Chair of Board of Directors 
An OT who specialised in community based paediatric rehab 
before moving into health and disability projects. Lara is 
passionate about finding the potential and providing 
opportunities to build confidence in young people in our 
communities. Lara has been involved with  Heads Together 
since 2006 and enjoys working with the inspiring  people 

and families who remind her of what is most important in life. 
Tanja Spencer - Director 
Tanja is a Physiotherapist specialising in the area of 
childhood neurological rehabilitation.  Her passion lies in 
working with families and health professionals in the 
rehabilitation of a child after sustaining an ABI.  Tanja 
currently works for the Victorian Paediatric Rehabilitation 
Service at Monash Children’s Hospital. Tanja is also 

completing a Masters investigating running re-training after paediatric 
ABI.  Tanja became involved with Heads Together in 2004 and the 
experiences have directed her career.  She is a founding member of the 
Board and is grateful to be a part of such a wonderful organisation. 

Jessica Trevena-Peters - Director 
Jess has worked as an OT, mainly in the area of community 
rehabilitation for adults with an ABI for 7 years. During 
this time she has commenced her Doctorate in Clinical 
Neuropsychology, expanding her understanding of the 
practical and theoretical knowledge to compliment her 
passion for working with individuals with an ABI. Jess 
feels being involved with Heads Together has taught her 

many things, both in her life and career and feels privileged to be a 
part of this organisation. 

Mike Kendall - Director 
Mike is a Chartered Accountant with experience in the 
financial, professional and media services industries in 
Australia and internationally. He currently holds a senior 
finance role at a large multinational media company. He 
brings experience of ABI through both his grandmother and 
son. He was introduced to the camp as a participant parent 
and is grateful to be part of such an amazing community. 
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BOARD UPDATE 

The second year of Heads Together 
for ABI being an established not 
for profit organisation has been 
one of development and exploration 
into opportunities this opens up to 
our community.  
 

The board has focused on reviewing 
our purpose, people and 
organisation in order to establish 
the essential systems and processes 
required to ensure Heads Together 
is realistic, relevant and 
sustainable into the future. We 
have spent time understanding the 
strengths, risks and opportunities 
that exist and are now putting 
plans and strategies in place to 
address and optimise these. 
 

We are pleased to welcome Jessica 
Trevena-Peters and Mike Kendall as 
Directors onto our Board. Jess 
brings industry experience, ABI and 
research knowledge. Mike, who has 
taken on role of Treasurer, brings 
financial expertise as well as the 
real life experience of raising a 
child with an ABI and a participant 
in our Heads Together Camp program. 
Both are great assets to Heads 
Together and will be vital in 
developing and achieving our goals. 
 

This year, our short term goals 
have focused on our ‘above the 
line’ strategy, ensuring Heads 
Together has sufficient funding, 
infrastructure and resources to 
deliver our existing programs of 
the Heads Together Camp program and 
monthly Heading Out events. 

 

The pilot ABILity program will 
commence for our ABI Leadership 
Team. Our flagship program, Heads 
Together Camp, will increase from 2 
to 3 camps, with the aim of 
increasing to 4 in the near future, 
effectively doubling our 
participant numbers. We also aim to 
expand on the success of our 
Heading Out social events for young 
adults with an ABI, with the 
addition of parent events.  
 

Following the success of this 
year's fundraiser ‘100km’s for 
Heads Together’ we are aiming to 
expand the event, welcoming more 
walkers from both within and 
outside of our community. This will 
assist in achieving our fundraising 
goals whilst also fulfilling our 
aim to raise awareness of ABI in 
the broader community. 
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FINANCIAL REPORTS 
 

Statement of Income and Expenditure for year ended June 2016 
 
 2016 2015 
Community fundraising revenue 11,088 14,168 
Donations 4,767 13,640 
Funding partnership revenue 53,000 74,000 
Grants 4,752 0 
Total External Revenue 73,608 101,808 

   
Interest income 313 0 
   
TOTAL REVENUE 73,920 101,808 

   
Heads Together Camp cost 52,744 53,771 
Legal 0 9,798 
Consultancy  2,001 0 
Insurance 543 0 
Contractor cost                             9,313 0 
Office costs, equipment and training 2,878 0 
   
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 67,479 63,569 

   
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR YEAR 6,442 38,239 
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Statement of Financial Position for year ended June 2016 
 
Current Assets 2016 2015 
Cash and cash equivalents 43,241 33,239 
Trade and other receivables 0 5,000 
Other current assets (expenses paid in advance) 1,440 0 
Total Current Assets 44,681 38,239 

   
Non Current Assets   
Financial assets (investments) 0 0 
Resources and equipment 0 0 
Total Non Current Assets 0 0 

   
TOTAL ASSETS 44,681 38,239 

   

Current Liabilities   
Payables 0 0 
Employee provisions 0 0 
Other current liabilities 0 0 
Total Current Liabilities 0 0 

 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 0 0 

 
 
NET ASSETS 44,681 38,239 

   
TOTAL EQUITY 44,681 38,239 
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Statement of Cash Flows for year ended June 2016 
 
Cash flows from operating activities 2016 2015 
Donations, grants and interest received 78,920 96,808 
Payments related to direct camp costs -52,744 -54,896 
Payments for professional services and admin -16,174 -8,673 
Net cash provided by operating activities 10,002 33,239 

   
Net cash provided by investment activities 0 0 

   
Net cash provided by financial activities 0 0 

   
Net increase in cash held 10,002 33,239 
Cash at beginning of financial year 33,239 0 
Cash at end of financial year 43,241 33,239 

 

Independent audit report to the members 
The Australian Charities and Not-for-profit Commission (ACNC) does not 
require small charities with a revenue of less than $250,000 to have 
financial reports reviewed or audited. 
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Directors’ declaration 
 
In the directors’ opinion: 
 

1. The financial statements and notes set out in pages 7 to 9, are in 
accordance with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profit 
Commission Act 2012 including: 

a. complying with Accounting Standards, the ACNC regulation 2013, 
and other mandatory professional reporting requirements; and 

b. giving a true and fair view of the organisation’s financial 
position as at 30 June 2016 and of its performance for the 
financial year ended on that date; and 

c. there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will 
be able to pay its debts as and when they become due and 
payable. 

 
This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the 
Directors. 
 
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors. 

 
 
 

13/07/2016 
 
 
 

Managing Director   
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WITH THANKS ~ Key Donors 2015/16 
➳ Kids and Families Foundation (KAFF) ~ a family philanthropic fund who 
have been supporting Heads Together since its inception. 
➳ Alice Sloan Trust ~ a family trust which supports programs that foster 
fun, friendship and promotion of personal development for young people. 
Donors since 2012. 
➳ Osborn Sloan and Associates a family-run private practice providing 
community based Occupational Therapy, Neuropsychology and Audiology 
services. Donors since 2012. 

➳ Shared Table ~ a not-for-profit organisation, run entirely by 
volunteers who are committed to building stronger community relationships 
and aim to assist the lives of local people, families and community 
groups in need. New donors in 2016 and are generously hosting a christmas 
party for the Heads Together community this year. 

➳ Aaron Smith ~ Plan a Commercial, donor since 2015 

➳ Mike Kendall and Simone Holaj 

➳ Hearts Together ~ Jo Liparota 

➳ Health & Disability Strategy Group ~ TAC 
 

WITH THANKS ~ Supporters and collaborators 
➳ Melbourne City Mission ~ 
Statewide paediatric ABI team 
➳ YMCA Victoria ~ Community 
Development Unit 

➳ Adele Ludewig and family 
➳ Bouverie Centre ~ Franka Prinzi 
and Nella Charles 

➳ Anthea Warlond 

➳ Alison Fowler, the personal project 
manager 

➳ Monash Epworth Research 
➳ Lady Northcote Recreation Camp 

➳ FAL Lawyers, Jenni Lightowlers 
➳ Prue Walstab ~ Gigi and Lulu Graphic 
Design 
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED 
 

Write to us 
PO Box 124, Yarraville, Victoria 3013 Australia 

Email us 
infoheadstogether@gmail.com 

Call us 
0409 216 189 

Make a donation 
Go to http://headstogether.org.au/fundraising/donations 

Like us on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/headstogetherforabi 

Follow us on twitter 
@Heads2getherABI 

Read more about us 
Visit http://headstogether.org.au/ 

Volunteer 
Volunteer your time or skills at info@headstogether.org.au 
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